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Given two subspaces VI and V2 of f." we prove necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence and for the uniqueness of a diagoOll1 matri~ D such that V. = DVz. We apply 
these to prove a necessary condition and a sufficient condition for the uniqueness of a 
Lyapunov scaling factor of a given I.yapunov diagonally semistable matri~ and we 
conjecture a necessary and sufficient condition . 

,. INTRODUCTION 

A real II x II matrix A is said to be Lyapunov diagonally semistable if 
there exists a positive diagonal matrix D (called a Lyapunov scaling 
factor of A) such that 

AD + DA r is positive semidefinite. ( 1.1) 

Such matrices are also called Volterra-Lyapunov stable [6] and 
diagonally stable [I J. Lyapunov diagonally semistable matrices play an 
important role in some problems ill ecology and economics, see [I J. [6] 
and [7] and the references there. There have been scverul recent matrix 
theoretical papers devoted to their study. see among others [2.3,4,5]' in 
addition to the references above. 

In this paper we discuss the following problems: 

• The research of this author was supported in part by NSf grants MCS RO-26132 and 
DMS-K320189. 
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PROJlI.EM u't A he a Lyaplllloll diagonally selllistahle matrix. Is the 
tyapllllop scalillg facTor of A ull;que? 

It will be shown that this problem is related to the following one. 

PROJlI.I'M 2 G;I'CII Iwo sll!Jspaces V, and Vl of en, cioes there ex;sl a 
c/;aqm'ClI II x IIlIIatr;x D such t 11£11 V, = D Vl ? rr t "ere exists .me" a D, is il 
1111 ;e/II(' ? 

The connection between these prohlems is established in Lemmas 6.3 
amI Cl.Cl, where we prove that if D satisfies (1.1) t hen the null space N(A) of 
II equals DN(A I ). 

We now descrihe the contents of our paper in more detail. In section 2 
we introduce some of the notations used in our paper and give some 
definitions. 

In section 3 we characterize pairs of vector spaces V, and V2 for which 
there exists a diagonal matrix D such that . 

( 1.2) 

see Theorem 3.4. Our results are stated in terms of the column reduced 
echelon forms E(V, ) and E( Vl ) of t he given vector spaces. In particular 
we prove, Theorem 3.6, that there exists a nonsingular diagonal matrix D 
such that (1.2) holds if and only if E(V,) and E(Vl) are diagonally 
equivalent. 

In section 4 we characterize those cases where D is unique in (1.2). We 
show, Theorem 4.5, that uniqueness holds if and only if V2 has full 
support and the bipartite graph of a certain submatrix of E(vd is 
connected. 

These results are applied in section 5. We answer the questions when, 
for given //I x II matrices A and B. there exists a nonsingular matrix D 
such that N(AD) = N(B),and when such a D is unique, see Theorem 5.2. 
We also state some corollaries. 

The uniqueness of Lyapunov scaling factors is discussed in section 6. 
Suppose A is a Lyapunov diagonally semistable matrix. By means of 
Lemmas 6.3 and 6.6 we make use of the results of section 5 to identify 
principal submatrices of A which have unique Lyapunov scaling factors, 
see Proposition 6.8. We then employ an extension process to find further 
principal submatrices for which the Lyapunov scaling factor is unique, 
see Lemmas 6.9, 6.14 and 6.16. We obtain, Theorem 6.18, a sufficient (but 
not necessary) condition for the uniqueness of the Lyapunov scaling 
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factor of A in terms of the connectedness of a certain graph U(A) 
associated with A. In Theorem 6.20 a necessary (but not sufficient) 
condition for uniqueness involving U(A) is proved. 

We have not proved a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
uniqueness of the Lyapunov scaling factor of a Lyapunov diagonally 
semistable matrix. However. in Conjecture 6.33 we conjecture such a 
condition. Earlier. we raise open Question oj! and Conjecture 6.32. If 
the answer to Question 0.3 I is affirmative and if Conjecture 6.32 holds 
then Conjecture 6.33 is proved. 

2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 

In this section we introduce some of the notations used in the sequel, 
as well as some definitions. 

Notatiolls 2.1 For positive integers m and n we denote by: (II), the 
set {I, 2, ...• n} . [Rm.". the set of all m x real matrices. (m,", the set of all 
m x n complex matrices. (". the set 1[".1. 

Notations 2.2 Let A E em," and let IX s; (m) and fJ s; (n) .IX. f3 "I- cPo 
We denote by: r(A). the rank of A. n(A). the nullity of A 
(n(A) = n - r(A )). span(A). the subspace of em which is spanned by the 
columns of A. det(A), the determinant of A (in case that m = n). A[lXlfJ]. 
the submatrix of A whose rows are indexed by IX and whose columns are 
indexed by fJ in their natural orders. A[ IX]. the principal submatrix 
A[IXIIX] (in case that m = n). 

Definitions 2J 
i) An n x n matrix is called a .~calar matrix if it is a scalar multiple of 

the identity matrix. 
ii) A diagonal n x n matrix is said to be a positil'£' diagonal matrix if it 

has positive diagonal entries. 
iii) An n x n matrix is said to be a P-matrix [ Po-matrix] if all of its 

principal minors are positive [ nonnegative]. 
iv) Let A. BE (m," . The matrices A and B are said to be diagonally 

equivalent if there exist a nonsingu!ar diagonal m x m matrix D and a 
nonsingular diagonal n x n matrix F such that A = DBF, 

v) Let A. BE em.". The matrices A and B are said to have the same 
zero pattern if 

i= I ... . . m;j= I ..... n. 
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Remarks 2.4 
i) Whenever we refer to a diagonal' " x '1 matrix D we let d i = d jj , 

;= 1,,, .. 11. 

ii) Whenever we say "unique" in this paper we mean "unique up to a 
nonzero scalar multiplication", except in Theorems 3.4, ) ,6 and 3.9, 

3. SCALlNGS OF VECTOR SPACES 

Let V he a subspace of e. and let D be a diagonal n x n matrix. We 
denote by D V the suhspace of e defined as the set of all the vectors Dx, 
where.\' is an clement of V. The vector space D V is said to be a scaling of 
the vector space V. and the matrix D is said to be the scaling Jactor from V 
to DV. 

Let VI and V2 be subspaces of e. In this section we discuss necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the existence of a scaling factor D satisfying 
VI = DV2• 

Recall that a matrix A is said to be in column reduced echelon form ifit 
has the following properties: 

I. The zero columns of A. if any. come last. 
2. The first nonzero clement of each nonzero column is 1. and this 

clement is the only nonzero element in its row. 
3. If the first nonzero elements in the nonzero columns occur in 

positions (cl. I), (C2. 2) •.. . • (Cr' r), then C I < C2 < ... < Cr' 

In the sequel we will restrict ourselves to column reduced echelon 
forms which contain no zero columns. 

Let V be an r-dimensional subspace ofC". Let A, BE e·r be such that 
the columns or each matrix rorm a basis ror V, It is well known that A and 
B have the same column reduced echelon rorm. Thererore we may rerer 
to this rorm as the column reduced echelon rorm or V. and we denote it by 
E(V). 

Observe that ir V = {O} then it has an empty basis and hence E(V) is 
an " x 0 (empty) matrix. By convention the term "nonsingular matrix" 
includes the (empty) 0 x 0 matrix. 

D~Ii";tioll 3.1 Let x = [XI' X2' ••• , x"] TEe. We define the support 
or.'< as the set 

{i: 1 ~ ; ~ 'I, XI '" O}, 
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and we denote it by sup(x). For a subset S of C" we define the slIpport of 
S as 

U sup(x), 
xr:S 

and we denote it by sup(S). 
Let V be a subsrace of en, and let IX be a subset of (n). Define a 

diagonal matrix D, = diag{(d, )" (d, )" ...• (d, U by 

(d,),={~: ::: i=I ..... II . 

We denote by VI, the subsrace D, V. Observe that the clements of VI, are 
obtained from those of V by making the comronents not indexed by IX 

zero. 

LEMMA 3.2 Let VI and V2 be .mhspaces 0.(C", and let D he a diagonal 
n x II matrix such that VI = D V2. Then 

(i) sup(V.) ~ sup(V2). 

(ii) for all i E SUP(VI). d i '" O. 
(iii) for all i E sup( V2 ) \sup(V.). d, = O. 
(iv) VI = D'V2 for any diagonal matrix D' = diag{d; •.. . , d~} slIch 

that d; = d, for i E SUP(V2). 
(v) VI = D(V21,u!'lv,,). 

Proof Straightforward. • 
. LEMMA 3.3 Let VI and V2 be suhspaces 0.(C", and let D be a diagonal 

n x n matrix such that 

and 

eli = 0 for all iE sup(V2)\sup(V.). 

Then VI =DV2. 

Proof Immediate. • 
We now introduce the characterization of the cases where one vector 

space is a scaling of another one. 

THEOREM 3.4 Let VI Clllel V2 he slIhsp£lc('s o( en. al/(I let D he a d;ayolIClI 
n x n matrix. Then the following are equivalent. 
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(i) V, = DV2. 

(ii) D sa' i.~/ies 

d i = 0, Jor all i E sup( V2 ) \Sup( V,), (3.5) 

alld E( Vd = D£( V21'"!'fv,,)F Jor some lIollsillgular diagonal matrix F. 
Furthermore, If (ii) holds, F is /mique. 

Proof (i) ~ (ii). By Lemma 3.2(iii), D satisfies (3.5). By Lemma 
3.2(ii), the dimensions of V, and V21,"I"V

" 
are the same. say r. By Lemma 

3.2(v). the r columns of D£(V21,"!'4V,,) span V" and thus they form a basis 
for V" Let (C" 1), (c2' 2) •... , (c., r) be the positions of the first nonzero 
clements in the columns of E(V21"'rIV,,). Since 

CiESUp(Vd. i= I .... ,r. 

by Lemma 3.2(ii). de, '# 0, i = 1 •...• r. It is eas'y to verify that 

E(V,) = D£(V21'"['lvtl)F. 

if and only if F = diag{ f" .... . r.} is defined by 

1 
fi = d' i = I, ...• r. 

'I 
This completes the proof of (ii) and also shows the uniqueness of F. 
(ii) ~ (i). Since F is nonsingular, the columns of DE(V21,"!'fV,,) form a 

basis for V" Hence V, = D(V21'"rIV,,). Since D also satisfies (3.5). it follows 
from Lemma 3.3 that V, = D V2• • 

As a corollary of Theorem 3.4 we have 

TUI'OREM 3.6 Let V, and V2 be sllhspaces (~f e. alld let D be a 
IIm/sillglllar diagollal /I x II matrix. Theil the Jollowing are eqUivalent. 

(i) V, = DV2• 

(ii) E(vd = D£(V2)F for .mllle ,wllsillgular diagollal matrix F. 
Flirtl/t'rIllore. If (ii) holds, F is IIIIique. 

P"()(!f' (i) ~ (ii). Since V, = D V1 and D is nonsingular, it follows 
from parts (i) and (iii) of Lemma 3.2 that sup(V, ) = sup(V2). The rest 
follows from Theorem 3.4 since V21"'rfVll = V1• 

(ii) ~ (i). Since D and Fare nonsingular. it follows from £( V, ) = 
DE(I'l)F that sup(V,) = sup(V2). The claim now follows from 
Theorem 3.4. 

The uniqueness of F also follows from Theorem 3.4. • 
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If D is a nonsingular diagonal matrix, then it follows from Theorems 
3.4 and 3.6 that 

E(Vd = DE(V21,u!"iv,,)F, for some nonsingular diagonal matrix F, 

(3.7) 
is equivalent to 

E(V, ) = DE(V2 )F2 for some nonsingular diagonal matrix F 2• 

(3.8) 

Observe that even if D is singular, (3.7) and (3.8) are equivalent (actually 
thesame)wheneversup(V,) = sup(V2). In ract,even irsup(V,) '# sup(V2 ). 

since (3.8) implies that V, = D V2, it rollows rrom Theorem 3.4 that (3.8) 
implies (3.7). However, without the assumption sup(V,) = sup(V2), (3 .7) 
does not imply (3.8). This is clear when V, and V2 have different 
dimensions. But it may also happen that (3. 7) holds but not (3.8) when 
the dimensions of V, and V2 are the same, as is demonstrated by the 
following example. Let 

V2 = {[a, h, a + h Y : a, hE q 
and 

V, = {[a, 0, a + h]I : a, h E q. 
Clearly V, = DV2, where D = diag{ I, 0, I}. Observe that 

E(V,) d(V,i",.,,,) ~ [~ ~l 
but 

E(V,)~ [~ :J 
In ract there exist no diagonal matrices F and G such that E(V,) = 
FE(V2 )G. 

However, we have the following generalization of Theorem 3.6. 

TIIEOREM 3.9 Let V, and V2 he suhspace.~ o.fC-, anellet D he a diagonal 
II x n matrix. Then the Jollowing are equivalent. 

(i) V, = D V2, and D E( V2 ) has a urn patte", of a columll ret/uced 
echelon Jorm. 
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(ii) E(VI) = DE(V2)F for some lIollsingular diagonal matrix F. 
Furthermore. if (ii) holds, F is Ulliqlll!. 

Pro(~f (i) => (ii). The columns or DE(V2) span the vector space VI ' 
Since DE(V2) has a zero pattern of a column reduced echelon form, there 
exists a nonsingular diagonal matrix F (which is uniquely determined by 
D) such that E(VI) = DE(V2)F. 

(ii) => (i). Clearly. VI is spanned by the columns of DE(V2). Hence 
VI = DV2. Since F is a nonsingular diagonal matrix, E(VI) and DE(V2) 
have t he same zero pattern . Thus DE( V2 ) has a zero pattern of a column 
reduced echelon form. • 

Observe that when applying Theorem 3.9 for nonsingular D we get 
Theorem 3.6. 

It now follows from Theorems 3.4 and 3.9 that if D satisfies (3.5) and if 
DE( V2 ) has a zero pattern of a column reduced tchelon form, then (3.7) 
and (3.8) arc equivalent. However. we remark that in this case the 
matrices F I and F 2 are not necessarily identical. As an example ofa case 
where F I # F 2 let 

and 
V2 = {[a.2a.h)T:a.hEC} 

VI = {[0.2a.hY:a,hEC}. 

Clearly VI = DV2• where D = diag{O.I.I}. Observe that 

£(1',) - £IV,I, .. , .. ,.,) - ~ ~] and £(V,) - ~ j, 
By (3.10) it follows that 

FI=[~ ~J and 

(3 .10) 

4. UNIQUENESS OF SCALINGS OF VECTOR SPACES 

Let VI and V2 be subspaces ofC", and let D be a diagonal II x n matrix 
such that VI = D V2 • The scaling factor D is not necessarily unique. For 
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example let V2 = VI = {[a, b, a]T: a, b E q. Observe that VI = DV2 for 
D = diag{l, d, I} where d is any nonzero scalar. 

In this section we characterize the cases where the scaling factor is 
unique. We recall some graph-theoretical delinitions. 

Definition 4.1 Let G be a (nondirected) graph and let i and j be two 
vertices of G. We say that thcre exists a path betwecn i andj in G if thcre 
exists a scquence i ..... , ik of vertices of G such that i l = i, ik = j and 
there is an edge bctween i, and i,+ I, t = I, ... , k - I, in G. A set S of 
vertices of G is said to be connected in G if either S consists of one vertex 
or for any two vertices i andj in S there exists a path between i andj in G.' 
A connected set S is said to be a connected component of G if there exists 
no path in G between any vertex in S and any vertex outside S (i.e. S is a 
maximal connected set of vertices). The graph G is said to be connected if 
the whole set of vertices of G is connected in G. 

Definition 4.2 Let A be an m x 11 matrix. The (nondirected) bipartite 
graph of A, denoted by H(A), is the bipartite graph for which the two sets 
of vertices are {t, ... , m} and {m + 1, ... ,m + n}, and where there is an 
edge between i and j + m (l ~ i ~ m, t ~ j ~ II) if and only if au i: O. 

Observe that if A is an m x Omatrix thcn l/(A) is connected ifand only 
if m = 0 or m = 1. 

nlEOREM 4.3 Let V be an r-dimellSional subspace ole", ami let D be a 
diagonal n x n matrix. Theil V = D V implies tlrat D[ sup(V)] is a scalar 
matrix if and only if H(E( V)[ sup( V)I( r)]) is connected. 

Proof ~incc VI.lIrIVI = V, and since for all i E (n) \sup(V) the ith row 
of E(V) is a zero row, it follows from Theorem 3.4 that V = DV if and 
only if there exists a nonsingular diagonal m x In matrix F such that 

E(V)[ sup(V)I( r) ] = D[ sup( V)]E(V)[ sup( V}I( r) ]F. (4.4) 

Since (4.4) holds where D and F are replaced by identity matrices, and 
since, by Theorem 3.4, F is uniquely dctermined by D, D[ sup(V)] has to 
be a scalar matrix if and only if thcre is a unique diagonal equivalence 
between E(V)[sup(V)I(r)] and itself. Observe that E(V)[sup(V)I(r)] 
has neither zero rows nor zcro columns. Thus. by Proposition 3.3 of 
[9], the diagonal equivalcnce (4.4) is unique if and only if 
H(E(V)[sup(V)I(r) J) is connected. • 
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We now introduce the characterization or the cases or unique scaling 
ractor!'. 

TmoRl'M 4.5 LeI V. alld V2 he suhspaces of en, alll//et D he a diagonal 
II x II malrix sue" tlwl 

v. = DV2 • 

Tltell lite ./flllowing are eql/i,.'alel/I . 

(i) 0 is lite 'lIIiql/e clia!lO/ICI[ II/alrix sacisf.l'illg (4.6). 

(4.6) 

(ii) SUP(l'2) = (I/).al/d TI(E(V.)[ sup(Vdl( 1')]) is cOIIIlected, where r is 

11,l' diml'lIsiOl' of V •. 

Proof (i) ~ (ii). l3y Lemma 3.2(iv). ir D is the unique scaling ractor 
satisryi'ng (4.6) then SUr(V2) = (r). Let D be any diagonal II x 11 matrix . . 
such that V. = D V •. I-Ience the matrix DD satislies 

(4.7) 

By Lemma 3.2(ii). it rollows rrom (4.7) that (lJD)[ sup(V. )] .is nonsingular. 
Hence. since 0 is the unique scaling ractor satisrying (4.6). (4.7) implies 
that D[ sup(V. )] is a scalar matrix. By Theorem 4.3 
11 (E(V.)[ sup( V')I( 1') J) is connected. 

(ii) ~ (i). Let 0 and G = diag{ g •• ...• g.} be scaling ractors satis
rying (4.6). By Lemma 3.2(ii). the matrices p[ sup( V. )J and G[ sup( V. )] are 
nonsingular. Deline a diagonal matrix D = diag{ d •• .. . • d.} by 

{

d, 
_-.!. i E sup( V.) 

i gj 

( j = O. ot herwise. 

Since sup(V2) = (II) it rollows rrom Lemma 3.2(iii) that 

DG=D . 

Since V. = DV2 and V, = GV2 it rolJows rrom (4.8) that 

V, = DV •. 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

qiven that H(E(V)[sup(Vtll(r)]) is connected, (4.9) yields that 
D[sup(Vd] is ~ scalar matrix by Theorem 4.3, which implies, by the 
delinition or D and by Lemma 3.2(iii), that G is a scalar multiple 
oro. • 

! 
I 
I 
I . I 
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Observe that ir H(E(VI)) is connected then either n = I and 
sup( V~) = 0 or sup( VI) = < II) . As a consequence or Theorems 3.(j and 
4.5 we obtain 

THEOREM 4.10 Let VI and V2 he slllMpaces ofC". There exists a 
1I0llsillguiar diagollalll x n matrix D 811('h that VI = DV2 if a/l(l ollly if the 
column reduced echelon forms of VI and V2 are diagollCllly equivalent. The 
scaling factor D is u/lique if and ollly if lI(E(V1 )) is cOllllected. 

We remark that Theorem 4.10 covers also the case where VI = {o}. 
However, ror the sake or clarity we describe this case explicitly. 

COROLLARY 4.11 Let VI = {o} alld V2 he suhspaces of C". There exists a 
IlOnsingular n x n matrix D such that VI = DV2 if and ollly if V2 = {o}. 
The scalillg factor D is unique if mid only if II = I. 

To see that Corollary 4.11 is a special case or Theorem 4.10 observe 
that E( VI) is the n x 0 matrix and hence E( V.) and E( V2) are diagonally 
equivalent ir and only ir V2 = {o}. Further, H(E(V.)) is connected ir and 
only ir n = I. 

5. SCALINGS OF NUll SPACES OF MATRICES 

Let A be an m x n matrix. Denote by N(A) the null space or A. i.e. 

N(A) = {XE e: Ax = o}. 
The results or this section are direct applications or the results in the 

previous section. We answer the questions when, ror given matrices A 
and B, there ·exists a nonsingular diagonal matrix D such that 
N(AD) = N(B), and when such a D is unique. We then apply our 
solutions to some particular cases. 

Observe that if A E cm." and ir E E e·" is nonsingular then 

(5.1 ) 

In view of(5.1), the next theorem follows immediately from Theorem 
4.10. 

TIIEOREM 5.2 Let A, BE cm.". Theil there exists Clllo/lSillglllar diarlo/Iai 
n x n matrix D such that the null space.~ of AD and B are tire same if alld 
only if the column reduced echelon forms of N(A) lIlId N(B) are diagO/lOlIy 
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el/lli/'{/Iellt. The diaglJ/lalmatrix Dis III/i(/lle if alld Oll/Y if H(£(N(A))) i.~ 

cO//I/I'ct I'd. 

Let II E em.". Denote by r(A) the rank of A. and by //(A) the nullity of A 

(the dimension of N(A)). Recall that II(A) = II - r(A). 

The following claims are corollaries of Theorem 5.2. 

COROLLARY 5.3 Let A. BE em .• be slich tlrat r(A) = r(B) = n - 1. 
There exists a IIm/sillglllar diagonal II X" matrix D .~uch that 

N (AD) = N(B)!f clIId ollly!f sup(N(A)) = sup(N (B)). The scalillg Jactor 
Dis ,,//iqlle (f m/d 011/.1' (f sup(N(A)) = (II). 

Proof Observe that E(N(A)) and E(N(B)) are column matrices .• 

COROLLARY 5.4 Let A. BE em .• be slIch that r(A) = r(B) = n - I. If, 
for all a £ (II) Slich that lal = " - I, we hal'e r(A[(m)la]) = 
r(nr.(",)la]) = // - I. thell there exists a IIIIiqlle diagonal II x 11 matrix D 
slIch that N(AD) = N(B). • 

Proof Lei x bea nonzero vector in N(A). Since r(A[(m)la]) = 11 - I 
for all a £ (II) such that lal = II - I, the support of x is (//). Hence. 
sup(N(A)) = (II). Similarly. sup(N(B)) = (n). Our corollary now 
follows from the previous one. • 

The following corollary is a consequence of Corollary 5.4. 

COROLLARY 5.5 Let A E e··· be a sillglliar matrix. If lor all (X £ (n) 
SlIch that lal = II - l, A[a] is lIonsi//g1l/clr, thell there exi.Hs a ullique 
diaflO//III" x II matrix D sllch that N(AD) = N(A T

) . 

Another consequence of Theorem 5.2 is 

PROPOSITION 5.6 Let A. B E em .• , alld let D be a 110nsil1gular diagonal 

/IIatl'ix Slid/ tlwt N(AD) = N(n). Let r(A) = k < II. CllIII a.mlllle tlrat every 
set or k COIIll/IIIS I!f A i.~ lillearl J' i//def'elldelll. Theil D is tire Imil/lle cI iagollal 

/IIt1trix sat i.~I.i·illfl N (A D) = N (n). 

Proof Denote by Coll(A) the ith column of A. Since r(A) = k, and 
since any k columns A are linearly independent, there exist k(n - k) 
nonzero numbers Clj' i = I, ... , /I - k,j = 11 - k + I, ... ,11. such that 

• 
Coll(A) = L elj Colj(A}. i = I, ... ,11 - k. (5.7) 

j="-.+I 
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Define n - k vectors Xl, ; = J, ... , n - k, by 

{

I, j =; 

x~ = 0, 1 ~ j ~ 11 - k, j >F j 

-cu, n - k + I ~j ~ n. 

By (5.7), Xl, i = I, ... , n - k are in N(A). Clearly, they are linearly 
independent. Furthermore, the matrix whose ith column is Xi 

(i = J, ... , n - k), is exact.ly E(N(A ». Since its last k rows contain no 
zero elements, H(E(N(A))) is connected, and our proposition follows 
from Theorem 5.2. • 

Observe rrom the proor or Proposition 5.6 that the assumption that 
any k columns of A are linearly independent can be weakened to the 
existence or a set or k + 1 columns such that any k or them are linearly 
independent. 

6. UNIQUENESS OF LYAPUNOV SCALING FACTORS 

Definition 6.J Let A E IR"·". The matrix A is said to be Lyapllllo" 
diagonally stable [Lyapullov diagonally semistalJleJ ir there exists a 
positive diagonal matrix D such that AD + DA1' is positive definite 
[positive semidefinite]. In this case the matrix D is called a Lyaplmov 
scaling factor of A. 

Deftnition 6.2 Let A E jR"'''. The matrix A is said to be Lyapunov 
diagonally near stable ir A is Lyapunov diagonally semistable but not 
Lyapunov diagonally stable. 

In this section we discuss Lyapunov diagonally semistable matrices 
for which the Lyapunov scaling factor is unique. Important tools are our 
Lemmas 6.3 and 6.6 which relate Lyapunov scaling factors and sealings 
or vector spaces, and which enable us to apply the results introduced in 
the previous section. 

Let A be a Lyapunov diagonally stable matrix and let D be a positive 
diagonal matrix such that AD + DAr is positive definite. Using con
tinuity arguments it rollows that every positive diagonal matrix which is 
close enough to D is a Lyapunov scaling factor of A. Hence, a Lyapunov 
scaling ractor ofa Lyapunov diagonally stable matrix is not unique. The 
Lyapunov scaling factor is not necessarily unique even in case of 
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Lyapunov diagonally near stable matrices, as demonstrated by the zero 
matrix and ihe following more interesting example. Let 

A = ~ ~ ~J 
and let D = diag{ I, I, eI}. Observe that 

C = AD + DAr = I : 
~ + 3d 

4 I + 3d] 
I + 3d , 

4d 

4 

1 + 3d 
It can easily be verified that C is positive semidefinite for any d, 
h ~ d ~ 1. Since a Lyapunov diagonally stable matrix has positive 
principal minors, e.g. [6], the matrix A is Lyapunov diagonally near 
stable, and its Lyapunov scaling factor is not unique. 

LEMMA 6.3 Let A E IRn
•
n he a sillglliar matrix slIch f/lat A + AT is 

positil'l' s('mid(~fillit('. Theil tl,e IIIIII.~pace of A is the same as the nll/l space 
c~f AT aI/(/ it is ccmtail/('ti ;11 the ,,"1/ space of A + AT. 

Proof It is enough to prove that N(A) is contained in N(AT) and 
N(A + AT). Let the vector x satisfying 

Ax = o. 
Clearly, 

xT AT = O. 

The last two equalities imply 

XT(A + AT)x = O. 

Since A + AT is positive semidefinite, it follows from (6.5) that 

(A+AT)x=O, 
and by (6.4) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

• 
We remark that a matrix A for which the null spaces or A and AT are 

the same is known as an EP-matrix, see [10. p. 130]' 
Jrwe apply Lemma 6.3 to AD,and we observe that ror a nonsingular D, 

N(DA r ) = N(A T
), we obtain the following connection between 

Lyapunov scaling factors and scalings or null spaces. 
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LEMMA 6.6 Let A E IRn.n he a singular Lyapunov diagonally semistable 
matrix and let D be a LyapwlOv scalill(l factor of A. Then 

N(AD) = N(AT) £; N(AD + DAT). 

As an immediate consequence or Lemma 6.6 and Theorem 5.2 we 
obtain the rollowing necessary condition ror Lyapunov diagonal 
semistability or a singular matrix. 

PROPOSITION 6.7 Let A E lR".n he a sillgular Lyaptlnov diayonally semi
stah/e matrix. Then the column reduced echelon forms of N(A) and N(AT) 
are diayonally equivalent. 

Let A be a Lyapunov diagonally semistahle matrix. By Lemma 6.6. ir 
there is a unique diagonal matrix S such that N(AD) = N(A') then the 
Lyapunov scaling ractor or A is also unique. By Theorem 5.2 we have 

PROPOSITION 6.8 Let A E IRn
•
n be a singular /"'yaptmov diagonally semi

stahle matrix. If H(E(N(A») is connected then the Lyapunov scaling 
factor of A is unique. 

An application or these results will be introduced in [7]. It will be 
proven, using Corollary 5.5 and Lemma 6.6. that an irreducible singular 
real H-matrix with nonnegative diagonal clements has a unique 
Lyapunov scaling ractor. 

Observe that ir D is a Lyapunov scaling ractor or an n x n matrix A 
then D[a] is a Lyapunov scaling ractor or A[a] ror any a £; (n ) . 

. LEMMA 6.9 Let A E 1R"·n he suclt tlwt A + AT is positi"f! semidefillite. Let 
a be a subset of (n) suclt tltallal = II - I Clncl suclt tltat the identily matrix 
is tlte unique Lyapunov scalingfactor of A [a], and let {j} = (n) 'a. rr the 
column matrix A[alj] is not in span(A[a] + A[ay) tlten tlte idelltity 
matrix is lite unique Lyapllnov scaling factor of A. 

Proof Let D be a Lyapunov scali ng rae tor or A. Since D[ a] is a 
Lyapunov scaling ractor or A[a], it rollows rrom the conditions or the 
lemma that D[ a] is a scalar matrix. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that 

d,= I, ror all i Ea. (6.10) 

Since the identity matrix is the unique Lyapunov scaling ractor or A[a], 
A [a] is necessarily Lyapunov diagonally near stable. Thus 
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det«A + AT)[a]) = det(A[a] + A[IXY) = O. (6.1 I) 

It is well known that ir C is an n x n positive semidefinite matrix, and ir 
ror some IX £; (/I) the matrix C[a] is singular, then 

C[lXlk] E span(C[IX]), k = I, . .. , n. 

Hence. since by (6.11) (A + AT)[IX] is a singular principal submatrix of 
the positive semidelinite matrix A + AT, we have 

A[IXI.i] + A[JIIXY = (A + AT)[IXIj] E span(A[IX] + A[IXY). (6.12) 

By (6.10) (A + A1' )[IX] is also a principal submatrix of the positive 
semidefinite matrix AD + DA1'. Hence, 

tljA[lXl.iJ + A[JIIXY = tljA[alj] + D[IX]A[JIIXY 

= (AD + DAT)[lXlj] Espan(A[IX] + A[IXY). (6.13) 

It follows from (6.12) and (6.13) that 

(tlj - I)A[lXlj] E span(A[IX] + A[IX]T), 

but since it is given that 

A [IX/.i] ¢ span(A[IX] + A[IX]T) 

it follows that tlj = I . • 
Let A oe an II x /I matrix and let IX £; (II), IX # 0. We define a set 

.~(A. a) by 

s(A, IX) = IX u {j: J ~j ~ II, A[lXlj] ¢ span(A[IX] + A[aY)}. 

The following Lemma is a generalization of Lemma 6.9. 

LEMMA 6.14 ut A E IR"'" he sllch that A + AT is positive .~emidefinite, 
(llftl let IX he a IIm,empty suh.~et oj (II) such tI,at tl,e itlemily matrix is tl,e 
,miq'/(' t.l'ap,mov scali',g Jactor oj A[IXJ. TI,ell the identity matrix is the 
ulliqlle Lyapllllov scaling Jactor oj A[ s(A, IX)] . 

Proof Let D be a Lyapunov scaling factor of A. Since D[ IX] is a 
Lyapullov scaling factor of A[a] we may assume, without loss or 
generality, that D[IX] is an identity matrix. For any j E s(A. a) \a we apply 
Lemma 6.9 to the matrix A [IX U {j}] and we obtain dj = I. • 
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Let A and a satisry the conditions or Lemma 6.14. By Lemma 6.14 we 
may find a set p = s(A, al, a S; p, which satisfies the same conditions. We 
can now apply Lemma 6.14 to A and {I and so on. Motivated by this 
observation we define a new set .~(A, al by the rollowing algorithm. 

A Igorit 11m 6.15 
Initial step: Set p = a. 
Step k, k = 2,3, ... , : If p = s(A, P) then go to the final step. Otherwise 

set p:= s(A, Pl. 
Final step: Set s(A, al = p. 
Observe that the algorithm terminates arter a finite number or steps, 

since all the sets involved in the process are subsets or (n). 
The rollowing Lemma is now an immediate consequence or Lemma 

6.14. 

LEMMA 6.16 Let A E [R"'" he sucll tllat A + AJ
" is positit'e semidefinite, 

alld let a he a nonempty suhset of (II) sllch that till.' identity matrix is the 
unique Lyapunov scaling factor of A [a]. Theil the identity matrix is the 
unique Lyapunov scaling factor of A[J(A, a)]. 

Example 6.17 Let 

I 2 0 

I I 0 0 
A= 

0 2 2 

2 2 0 

Clearly, 
2 2 2 2 

2 2 2 2 
A + AT = is positive semidefinite. 

2 2 2 2 

2 2 2 2 

The only singular principal submatrices or A are A[I, 2] and A[l, 2, 4J. 
Observe that 
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E, = fINIA[I, 2,4])) = [-il 
Ohviously /I (E tl is connected and thus, by Proposition 6.8, the identity 
matrix is the unique Lyapunov scaling factor of A[t, 2]. On the other 
11(E2 ) is not connected,and it iseasy to verify that D = diag{l, 1, eI} isa 
Lyapunov scaling factor of A[t, 2,4] wheneverel ~ J. Thus,a = {t, 2} is 
the only suhset of (II) that satisfies the conditions of Lemma 6.16. 
Observe that 

and 
/1 = s(A, a) = {I, 2, 3}, 

.~(A,a) = s(A,f1) = {1.2,3,4}. 

Hence. hy Lemma 6.16. the identity is the unique Lyapunov scaling 
factor of A. 

In order to further generalize Proposition 6.8 we now define a non
directed graph VIA) associated with an II x II matrix A. The set of 
vertices of VIA) is (II). For any i andj, i '# j, 1 :( i,j :( II there is an edge 
hctween i andj if i andj belong to a set s(A, a) where A [a J is singular and 
II(E(N(A[a]») is connected. 

TIIEOREM 6.18 Ler A E IR"'" be .~lIeh rhar A + AT is po.~itit)e .~emidefillite. 
rr til(' "raplr V (A) i.~ COIlllecreei thell tire ident it y matrix is the uniqlle 
L.I'aplIIIOll seaUlla fClcror of A. 

Proof Lei D be a Lyapunov scaling factor of A, and let i andj, i '# j, 
be any two indices hetween I and II. Since V (A) is connected there exist k 
indices 1 :( i" ...• i. :( II such that i, = i, i. = j and such that there is an 
edge between i, and i,+ ,. t = I ..... k - 1 in VIA). Choose t. 
1 :( t :( k - I. By the definition of V(A). i, and i, + I belong to a set s(A. a) 
where A [a J is singular and H(E(N(A[ a J») is connected. Since A + AT is 
positive semidefinite it follows from Proposition 6.8 and Lemma 6.16 
that 

(6.19) 

Since ((1.19) hold for all r. I :( r :( k - I. we have ell = elj and the proof is 
completed. • 
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An example of matrix to which Theorem 6.18 applies is the following. 
Let 

A= 

Clearly, A + AT is positive semidelinite. Observe that for all sets 
exS;{1.2.3.4} such that lexl=2. the matrix A[ex] is singular and. 
lI{E{N(A[ex]))) is connected. Furthermore, for any such ex. ex = .qA, ex). 
The graph U{A). which is shown nelow in Figure I is connected and 
hence. by Theorem 6.18 the identity matrix is the unique Lyapunov 
scaling factor of A. 

1 2 

4 
FIGURE I. 

We remark that the sufficient condition for uniqueness of Lyapunov 
scaling factor, introduced in Theorem 6.18 is not necessary as demon
strated by the matrix 
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Here A is Lyapunov diagonally semistable since 

A + A' - ~ ~ ~l 
Assume that ror a positive diagonal matrix D 

~
/I el2 

C = AD + DAT = 2 el2 d2 

ell el3 

is positive semidelinite. Then 

detC[I,2] ~ 0 =:> d l ~ d2' 

det C[1. 3J ? 0 =:> d3 ~ -dl' 

det C[2, 3J ~ 0 =:> d2 ~ el3 • 

These inequalities imply ell = cl2 = cI" . So, the i entity matrix is the 
unique Lyapunov scaling ractor or A, though A does not satisry the 
conditions or Theorem 6. 18 (U(A) has no edges since A is a P-matrix). 

We now prove a necessary condition ror uniqueness or Lyapunov 
scaling ractors. 

TIlEOREM 6.20 u·t A E (R"'" be L.vaplmov diagonally semistab/e. If the 
iel(·lItiIJ' matrix i .~ Ille unique Lyapllllot' scaling' factor of A Illen A is 
irreclucif,/e ancl eitller tile grelpll U(A) is cmlllecled or for every connected 
componenl I' of U(A) II,ere exisls a set v£; ( n) such Iltat v n Jl:l= t/J, 
I' \1' :1= .,p, A [v J is a P-matrix and A[ 1'] + A[ v Y is singular. 

Pr(J(~r Assume that A is reducible. Then A may be written in the 
rollowing block rorm, 

A = [All 0 ] 
A21 An' 

whereA l1 isa square matrix ororderk,k < n. Also, the matrices A + AT 
and A22 + A~2 are positive semidefinite. Define the diagonal D by 

{
" i ~ k 

dll = 2, k < i. 
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Observe that the matrix 

AD + DAT = A + AJ' + [0° 0 ] 
All + A~2 

is a sum of two positive semidelinite matrices and as stich AD + DAT is 
also positive semidelinite. Hence, D is a Lyapunov scaling factor of A, a 
contradiction to uniqueness. Therefore A is irreducible. 

Assume that U{A) is not connected and let J1 be a connected 
component of U (A). Assume also that for every set " S;;; (II) such that 
v n J1 # .II}, "\/' # (p and A[,'] is a P-matrix, the matrix A[v] + A[vy is 
positive delinite. Deline a positive diagonal matrix F = diag{ f., .. . , .r..} 
by 

/; = {I + 1:, i E I' 
I I, iE(II)\'I, 

(6.21 ) 

where I) is a positive number. Observe that since U{A) is not connected F 
is not a scalar matrix. Let B = A + A", C = A F + FAT, and let IX S;;; (II). 
To prove that det{C[ IX]) ~ Owe distinguish between three possible cases. 

Case I IX \J1 = cP. I n this case 

det(C[IX]) = (I + 1))171 det{B[IX]) ~ O. 

Case 2 IX n J1 = cP. Here 

det(C[IX]) = det(B[IX]) ~ O. 

Case 3 {J = IX\J1 #!/J and y = IX n II # (p. If A [IX] is a P-matrix then 
by our assumption det(B[ IX]) > 0, and lIsing continuity arguments it 
follows that for r. small enough det(e[ IX]) > O. If A [IX] is not a P-matrix 
then, since a Lyapunov diagonally semistable matrix is a Po-matrix, e.g. 
[6], A[IX] has a singular principal submatrix. Let A[b] be a singular 
principal submatrix or A[ IX] of minimal order, i.e. ror all 'I C (~ the matrix 
A [II] is nonsingular (wheredet(A[ <p]) = I). As observed in Corollary 5.5, 
H{E(N(A[ b]))) is connected and, hence, by the derinition of U(A), .~(A, b) 
is connected in U (A). Therefore, since II is a connected componen t of 
U(A), either 

S(A, b) S;;; p, 
or 

S(A , b) s;;; y. 

(6.23) 

(6.24) 
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Assume (6.23) holds. Sinee A[<5] is singular it follows from Lemma 6.3 
that /3[I~] is a singular principal submatrix of the positive semidelinite . 
matrix B. Hence, as mentioned above 

A[I'iI.i] + 11[.i11~l' = B[(51j] E span(B[(5]), j = I, ... , II. (6.25) 

Let k E I'. By (6.23) k ¢ s(A, <5) and henee 

11[1~lk] E span(B[I~]), 

By (6.25) and (6.26) 

l1[kll~y E span(B[(5]), 

Since, by (6.23) C[15] = 13[15] and 

for all k E 1'. 

for all k Ell. 

[ 
W] = {(I + r:)A[(51j] + A(jI(5]T " for all jEll 

C 1 .I A[<51j] + 11 (j1<5Y , for all j E (n) \1', 

it follows from (6.25), (6.26) and (6.27) that 

(6.26) 

(6.27) 

C[<5/j] E span(C[(5]), j = I, ... , II. (6.28) 

Since det(C[<5]) = det(B[(~]) = 0, (6.28) implies that 

r(C[ c51( II)]) = r(C[ <5]) < 1c51. 

Since ,5 ~ IX it follows from (6.29) that 

det(C[IX]) = O. 

In case that (6.24) holds we obtain (6.30) in a very similar way. 

(6.29) 

(6.30) 

We have proven that C is positive semidefinite. Thus F is a Lyapunov 
scaling factor or A which is not a scalar matrix. This is a contradiction to 
the hypothesis of the theorem. Hence, in case that U(A) is not connected, 
for every connecled component I' of U(A) there exists a set v ~ (n) such 
that \. "I' '# cfJ. v\Jl '# cfJ. A[v] is a P-matrix and A[\'] + A[vy is 
singular. • 

The necessary condition ror uniqueness of Lyapunov scaling factors. 
introduced in Theorem 6.20 is not sufficient as demonstrated by the 
example disclIssed in the heginning (1f the section. It is easy to verify that 
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for 

the graph U(A) has two components: {I,2} and {3}. Observe that if 
v = {I, 3} (or {2,3}), then A[v] is a P-matrix and A[v] + A[vy is 
singular. Hence the necessary conditions of Theorem 6.20 is satisfied. 
However, as shown above, the Lyapunov scaling factor of A is not 
unique. 

Remark We would like to emphasize that although Theorems 6.18 
and 6.20 are stated for matrices A such that A + AT is positive 
semidefinite, they provide a sufficient condition and a necessary 
condition for the uniqueness of the Lyapunov scaling factor for any 
Lyapunov diagonally semistable matrix. If D is a Lyapunov scaling 
factor of the matrix A then we simply apply Theorems 6.18 and 6.20 
to AD. 

We conclude the paper with a question and two conjectures that seem 
to be related. 

QUESTION 6.31 Can one strengtlren Tlreorem 6.20 "y replacillg tire 
plrrase "A [v J + A [v Y is singular" (lit tire end oj tire tlreorem) h y "A [l'J is 
Lyapunov diagonally near stahle"? 

CONJECTURE 6.32 Let A E [Rn.n he II Lyaplllloll diagonally near stahle 
irreducible P-matrix. Then A Iras a unique Lyapuno(l scaling jactor. 

If Conjecture 6.32 is true then we may define a graph U'(A) which is 
the graph U(A) with the following additional edges: We add an edge 
between i andj if i <tndj belong to a set .\(A. a) where A[aJ is a Lyapunov 
diagonally near stable P-matrix. We may then replace U(A) by U'(A) in 
Theorems 6.18 and 6.20. Furthermore, if the answer 10 Question 6.31 is 
posilive, then we have a proof of the following conjecture. 

CONJECTURE 6.33 Let A E [Rn.n he suclr t Irat A + AT is posit il'e semi
. definite. Then the identity matrix is the unique LyapllllOv scaling factor of 

A if and only if tlte graph U'(A) is cmllll'cted. 
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